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This is a collection of links to all things pyrotechnical on the 
internet. If there are any sites that you like and they are not 
listed here, you can help make this list more complete by 
adding a link yourself.

 

 
Catagories: 

 

ACE Enterprises 
Welcome to the new ACE Pyro web site! We offer a variety of products and 
services to pyrotechnicians and fans of fireworks. Featuring: Acculab balances, 
pyrotechnic chemicals, and display fireworks choreography & show design. 

ACME Spirally Wound Paper Products, Inc. 
Acme Spiral manufactures paper tubes & cores in a variety of sizes and wall 
thicknesses. Marketed for use as mailing tubes, but other uses come to mind.

Advanced Technique Fireworks, Inc. 
Display Fireworks Equipment Manufacturers & Distributor BATF Licensing: 
Manufacturer Display Fireworks Importer Display Fireworks No sales of 1.3g 
without BATF License 

American Fireworks News 
Supplier of fireworks literature including books, how-to manuals, videos, 
newsletters and trade directories.

Atlas Pyrovision Productions 
We are Atlas PyroVision Productions, a leader in pyrotechnic displays and display 
design. We ensure that every one of our 700 yearly performances is an innovative 
blend of science and delight!

Axner Company 
This is actually a pottery supply company, but they have a number of chemicals 
and some clays that pyros can utilize. 

Bell's Fireworks Co. 
Full selection of consumer fireworks as well as display fireworks and materials.

Colonial Gun Works and Supplies 
Cheap lead milling media

Coonie's Black Powder 
Supplier of Goex black powder, thermalite, sticky match, DaveyFire igniters, visco 
etc..
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CoorsTek 
Makers of ceramic milling media, among other things.

Custom Pyrotechnics 
Chemicals and supplies.

Dawntreader Pyrotechnic Specialites 
Cark's Giant Fountain tooling, rocket tooling (Wolter-made), specialty chemicals.

Delcor Industries Inc. 
Manufacturer of firing panels for all types of displays.

Discount Pyro 
Very cheap supplier of chemicals, plastic shell and salute parts, paper parts, etc...

Edmund Scientific 
Supplier of educational sciene related projects, lab supplies, telescopes etc. Can 
order from online store link below.

F.P. Engbert Discount Guns 
Supplier of mortar tubes and racks

Firefox Enterprises Inc. 
Chemicals and pyrotechnic supplies for the hobbiest.

Firework Events 
Firework displays and sales......

Firework Professionals Ltd 
Firework Show Performers, Fireworks Suppliers. Firework Manufactures. Special 
Effects, Proximate Pyro and Industrial Pyro.

Fireworks International 
Fireworks International offers a large range of DIY Fireworks Packs and Single 
Ignitions to Buy Online. And our Display Team also provides spectacular Operator 
Fired Firework Displays.

FireworksExpress.com 
Shop at anyone of our nationwide retail outlets, all offering special savings to online 
shoppers. Fireworks for personal use or for business needs. Individuals, Retailers, 
Wholesalers, and Parties interested in Consumer Fireworks and/or Professional 
Displays can be served on our website. 

foodservicedirect.com 
Supplier of coffee filter paper that may be used for applications that require gampi 
tissue. Search on "coffee filter" from the home page.

Goex 
One of few manufacturers of black powder supplying North America, in business 
since 1912.

Granite Falls Arts Inc. 
More commonly known as "Rich Wolter Pyro Tools," maker of some of the best 
pyro tools around. Supplying the professional and hobby industry since 1973.

Hawk Mountain Enterprises 
A supplier of large scale rocket kits. Also a cheap source for atomozed and 325m 
flake aluminum.
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HB Rocket Tooling 
Harold Bentley makes good quality inexpensive rocket tooling. He also makes the 
P2F gauge, a device that measures the actual force being applied when pressing 
rockets, which saves you the trouble of mathematically converting the PSI on a 
bottle jack gauge to actual force applied! There are two types - one is portable from 
press to press, the other is designed to be mounted permanently to your press. 
They're available in 0- 5,000 and 0- 10,000 ranges.

Hobby Fireworks L.L.C. 
Ball mills, milling media, star rollers and rocket presses.

Hummel Croton Inc. 
Wholesale chemical supplier of just about everything you would ever need. This is 
not a hobby supplier, so you have to order big quanities and pay freight shipping. 
This is one of the suppliers for commercial manufacturers.

Iowa Pyro Supply 
Pyro chemicals and supplies for the hobby enthusiast and professionals. 
Competitive prices in the small-quantity pyro chemical market. Also has among the 
best low-volume prices for kraft end disks. 

Journal of Pyrotechnics, Inc. 
Pyrotechnic reference series.

Kastner Pyro Supply 
Plastic and paper supplies. Catalog $1

Kellner's Fireworks Inc. 
Kellner's Fireworks is a direct importer of Consumer, Display and Close Proximity 
Products. Kellner's provides FREE DELIVERY to FPAG Spring Shoot and Fall 
Fest. Consumer products are at a 50% discount from list for FPAG and PGI 
members.

LeMark Group 
Le Mark manufacture a range of both high heat resisting(BlackTak)matt black foil.
Custom self-adhesive fixings for 'gerbs'and Flame Retardent Cloth Gaffer tapes for 
the Pyrotechnic Industry Professionals

Liquid Sunshine/ globalgatherings.com 
Sells hemp twine for a reasonable price.

Liuyang bingshan trading co., Ltd 
supplier of premium fireworks in the fireworks town of china

Liuyang Rising Fireworks Co., Ltd. 
very slow site load time

Lortone Inc. 
Maker of rock tumblers commonly used as ball mills.

McMaster Carr 
Mail order supplier of over 390,000 products such as pipes, raw materials, motors, 
bearings, fastners, hand tools, machine and many screens of all different mesh 
sizes made from brass, stainless, aluminum etc. Excellent website makes finding 
stuff easy.

MECI 
MECI (Mendelson Electronics Company Inc) sells surplus electronic and 
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electromechanical equipment. Great source for cheap motors of all sizes and 
speeds. Website makes searching for stuff easy.

Mighty-Mite Marketing Inc. 
Manufacturer of 100% High Density Polyethylene (HDPE) one piece fireworks 
mortars. Mighty-Mites come in 2" (50mm), 2 1/2" (60mm), 3" (76mm) and 
4" (102mm) inside diameters. Also sells Pyro-Pipe Mortars in 5" (127mm), 
6" (155mm) and 8" (205mm) IDs from custom extruded HDPE pipe and a solid 
wood plug, which is fastened with bolts all the way through. 

Monetti s.r.l. 
Pyroleda digital firing system suppliers ,David Bickford electric ignitors and 
PYROCLOCK® distributor.

Next F/X 
Great special effects (close proximity pyrotechnic effects) supplier

Northwest Charcoal 
Good source of bulk charcoal in different mesh sizes.

ODA Enterprises 
Manufacturer of affordable electrical firing equipment - for the hobbyist or pro.

Patriotic Fireworks 
Manufacturer & Distributor of a wide variety of fireworks including smoke bombs, 
fire crackers and sky rockets. 

Platte River Fireworks Inc. 
Display operator and Class B & C sales. Also carries mortars, finale racks, wood 
plugs, paper disks etc.

Precocious Pyrotechnics, Inc.  
A primary manufacturer of display fireworks and pyrotechnic special effects. One of 
the few US manufacturers that still make traditional Italian-American style shells. 
Also supplies the same specialty paper and other goods used in making their 
products such as casings, cans, disks and twine to manufacturers and enthusiasts 
alike. One of few suppliers for high-quality Japanese hemis.

Pyro Novelties, Inc. 
Pyro Novelties Inc. is your source for fireworks-related apparel and gift 
merchandise. Online store features: T-shirts, hats, pyro accessories and safety 
gear for the pyrotechnic lifestyle. 

Pyro Plastics Inc 
Manufacturer of plastic ball shells, canisters, mortar bases etc. They sell direct at 
lower prices than can be found through typical resellers.

Pyrocentral 
Very cheap prices on various chemicals.

Pyrocreations.com 
We are a fairly new company. 1 1/2 years. We are proud to offer products to make 
your own fireworks and other pyrotechnic products at the lowest prices on the net. 
We keep close whatch to all other sites that sell the same products and make sure 
we WILL beat there price on most of our products. We have doubled our stock 
within the past year and hope we can tripple it by this time next year.

Pyrohouse.com 
MFG and supplier of HDPE tubes, racks and supplies.
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Pyromate Inc. 
Manufactures some of the world's finest professional electronic firing systems in 
the pyrothenics industry.

Pyroshot 
Manufacture electrical firing systems. Made in Australia.

PyroSupplies.com 
A leading supplier of high quality and hard to find pyrotechnic supplies. Offers an 
amazing collection of high quality paper and string, including the hard-to-find single 
ply jute twine used to make maltese shells. Also a great source for bulk wheat 
paste and hot glue sticks for every type of applicatoin.

Pyrotek Inc. 
Chemicals, acids, solvents, labware.

PyroTooling.com 
We are an affordable supplier of Pyro tools and all our spindles are made of 
Stainless Steel 

PyroTube.com 
Sells 1/4" inside diameter, 2" long, 1/16" wall tubes that have a gloss red wrap and 
other products. Tubes are good for making bottle rockets, shell inserts, go getters 
and so on. Ships World wide.

Rice Hull Supplier (Presque Isle) 
This is actually a wine making supply company, but they sell 50lb bags of rice hulls 
for $11.50 and you can order online.

Rising Fireworks Co.,Ltd 
We supply various kinds of Fireworks such as consumer fireworks and display 
fireworks: 2~{!1~}-16~{!1~} Display Shells, Cakes, Roman Candles, Firecrackers, 
Fountains, Rockets, Spinners, Wheels, Sparklers, Parachutes, Smokeless 
Fireworks, etc. 

Santore & Sons Inc. 
Manufacturer of a full line of close proximity / indoor pyrotechnics. Please call / e-
mail for a current catalog. Satisfaction of all products guaranteed. 

Sky Canvas Designs 
Source for pyrotechnic graphics, posters, live limited edition firecrackers and 
beautiful inert shells to use as training aids, etc. Will do custom art work to your 
specifications.

Skylighter, Inc. 
Stocks nearly everything needed by the pyro hobbyist, including the largest 
selection of chemicals of any small-quantity hobby dealer. Also a source for all the 
popular literature and some paper items.

Standford System Areospace Division 
Chemicals, motors, supplies, instructions, electronics, kits and everything having to 
do with amateur rocketry. NOTE: some customers report problems receiving their 
orders from this company, and it also has an unsatisfactory rating with the BBB of 
Az.

Superior Fireworks 

U.S. Plastic Corp. 
Supplier of large variety of plastic containers, scoops, lab ware, spritzers, stock 
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material, drums, vats and just about any kind of industrial equipment made of 
plastic.

Westwood Supply Co. 
Chemicals and visco fuse.

   Copyright © 2002-2005 Passfire Labs, LLC.   
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